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 Music & Dance Accessories 

   Rainbow Silk Scape 
     139958   3 x 1m  .....................................     $84.95 

 

  Perfect for covering play stands, draping puppet 
theatres, making bed canopies or setting up as a play 
background.       

   Dancing/Juggling Scarves 
      139895   6pk  ............................................    $17.95 

 

  Brightly coloured scarves can be used for all sorts of 
activities. Also, slow moving in the air, allowing catching 
games for small children.   Size: 60 x 60cm    

   Silk Playcloth/Scarf   
   139950   Red  ..........................................     $25.95 
   139951   Emerald  ....................................     $25.95 
   139952   Royal Blue  .................................     $25.95 
   139953   Yellow  ......................................     $25.95 
   139954   Rainbow  ...................................     $29.95 
   139954T   Set of 5  ...................................     $124.95 

 

  A set of coloured play silks are one of the best additions 
to a child’s playroom. It is amazing to see what children 
create with them.   Size: 90 x 90cm    

theatres, making bed canopies or setting up as a play 
games for small children.   Size: 60 x 60cm    

   Partner Parachute 
     139898   6pcs  ......................................................................................    $52.95 

 

  This parachute is made up of 6 different coloured pieces that can be used individually 
or hook & loop together to make one large parachute. A handle on each corner makes 
it easy to use and is ideal for one on one interaction. Each piece is 107cm x 75cm       

   Parachute   
   131640   6 Handles 1.8m  ....................................................................     $39.95 

   131641   12 Handles 4m  .....................................................................    $89.95 

   113609   18 Handles 6m  .....................................................................     $164.95 

 

  These vibrant, super-tough parachutes encourage cooperative play. By lifting the 
parachutes up and down, children use shoulder, arm and hand muscles while developing 
a sense of rhythm. They are made from a strong, lightweight nylon and all have easy-grip 
reinforced handles. Convenient cloth carry bags are included.     

  131640   131640   6 Handles 1.8m   6 Handles 1.8m  ....................................................................   $39.95   $39.95 

  113609   18 Handles 6m   $164.95 

Play Scarfs
 A play scarf has a multitude of uses only limited by a child’s imagination. Children 
love scarf play! Using scarves can teach important concepts, enhance motor skills, 
help children to express creative movements, and it’s fun too! Very popular in dress 
up activities, scarves can be used for capes, skirts or veils and play scenes can be 
enhanced with the addition of a scarf. 
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   Percussion Musical Set   
   131208   37pcs  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $399.95 

   Percussion Musical Set   
   131207   29pcs  ...........................................................................................................................    $279.95 

   Percussion Musical Set   
   131206   22pcs  ..............................................................................................................................    $129.95 

   Natural Percussion 
Musical Set   

   131205   15pcs  .....................................    $229.95 

Set Includes

Set Includes

Set Includes

1 x Wooden Tambourine without skin 
2 x Triangles 
2 x Wooden Claves Pairs 
1 x Blue Ribbon Round Tone Drum 
1 x IQ Plus Wooden Round Shaker 
1 x IQ Plus Castanet with Handle 
1 x IQ Plus Two Tone Wood Block 
1 x IQ Plus Wood Egg Shaker 
1 x IQ Plus Half Moon Wood Tambourine 
1 x IQ Plus Jingle Stick 
1 x Wooden Tambourine with Skin 
2 x Wrist Bells 
2 x Wooden Hand Bells 
2 x Wooden Jingle Sticks 
4 x Wooden Maracas 
12 x Egg Maracas 
1 x IQ Plus Cymbals 
1 x Blue Ribbon Tubular Bar Xylophone 
All in a Large Seagrass Basket. 
All items are available individually. 
Products in set are subject to change.

1 x Wooden Tambourine without Skin 
2 x Triangles 
1 x Wooden Claves Pair 
1 x Blue Ribbon Round Tone Drum 
1 x IQ Plus Castanet with Handle 
1 x IQ Plus Two Tone Wood Block 
1 x Wooden Tambourine with Skin 
2 x Wrist Bells 
2 x Wooden Hand Bells 
2 x Wooden Jingle Sticks 
2 x Wooden Maracas 
12 x Egg Maracas 
1 x Blue Ribbon Tubular Bar Xylophone 
All in a Medium Seagrass Basket. 
All items are available individually. 
Products in set are subject to change.

1 x Wooden Tambourine without Skin 
1 x Triangle 
1 x Wooden Claves Pair 
1 x Wooden Tambourine with Skin 
2 x Wrist Bells 
1 x Wooden Hand Bell 
1 x Wooden Jingle Stick 
2 x Wooden Maracas 
12 x Egg Maracas. 
All in a Medium Seagrass Basket. 
All items are available individually. 
Products in set are subject to change.

Set Includes
 1 x Wooden Tambourine without Skin 
2 x Triangles 
2 x Wooden Claves Pairs 
1 x Blue Ribbon Round Tone Drum 
1 x IQ Plus Wooden Round Shaker 
1 x IQ Plus Castanet with Handle 
1 x IQ Plus Two Tone Wood Block 
1 x IQ Plus Wood Egg Shaker 
1 x IQ Plus Half Moon Wood Tambourine 
1 x IQ Plus Jingle Stick 
1 x Wooden Tambourine with skin 
2 x IQ Plus Wooden Maracas. 
All in a Small Seagrass Basket. 
All items are available individually. 
Products in set are subject to change. 
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 Musical Instruments 

   IQ Plus Cymbals 

  
   131340    ................ $31.95   $29.95 

 

  IQ Plus mini cymbals create bright, 
resonating tones when played. 
Constructed from high quality copper, 
these cymbals product crystal clear tones 
that project clearly over loud music.       

 

  IQ Plus 
Wooden 
Round 
Shaker 

     131362   10cm ...................    $11.95 

 

  Constructed of eco-friendly Siam Oak 
wood, they deliver a controlled shaker 
sound. Their shape makes these shakers 
excellent for playing accents.       

   IQ Plus Castanet with Handle 

  
   131365   15cm ...................    $22.95 

 

  Castanets consist of a pair of concave 
shells joined on one edge by a rope or 
string. They are usually held in the hand 
and played with the fingers to create 
rhythmic accents. Castanets are often 
played in pairs, with one in each hand 
to create a rapid series of clicks.       

   IQ Plus Two Tone Wood Block 

  

   131367   17cm .........................................    $22.95 

 

  Create different harmonics by striking the block at 
different places along its shell. Children can experiment 
with the different sounds created by hitting the different 
spots on the block. Playing with IQ Plus wooden blocks 
can help children achieve in developing a sense of 
rhythm, reinforce hand-eye coordination, improve 
motor skills and develop muscle tone in the hands and 
arms. Made of hand-selected environmentally friendly 
Rubberwood with no sharp edges and comes with a 
wooden mallet.       

   IQ Plus Wooden Maracas 

      131364   13cm 2pcs  .................................     $24.95 

 

  Made from eco-friendly Rubberwood and certified 
to Australian Toy Safety Standards, the IQ Plus pair of 
wooden maracas produce a lovely sound and the small 
handles are perfect for little hands to grasp.       

   IQ Plus Wood Egg Shaker 

     131369   6cm .....................     $13.95 

 

  This natural wood egg shaped shaker 
makes a gentle noise that will encourage 
and enable young children to shake it 
and develop a sense of musical rhythm.       
and enable young children to shake it 
and develop a sense of musical rhythm.       

   IQ Plus Jingle Stick 
     131371   20cm ........................................     $15.50 

 

  A wooden hand-held tambourine with chrome plated 
steel alloy jingles - delivering crisp cutting sounds when 
played.       

   IQ Plus Half Moon Wood Tambourine 
     131370   15cm ........................................     $31.95 

 

  A wooden crescent tambourine with chrome plated 
steel alloy jingles - delivering crisp cutting sounds when 
played.       

IQ Plus Music
IQ Plus Music is a company geared towards offering a selection of high-quality musical instruments that can engage the minds of 
our children.  Our exceptional selection of instruments will provide them with a great deal of fun while at the same time stimulating 
their imaginations and developing essential skills in the process.  We put forth an innovative approach towards combining sound 
authenticity with visually-appealing musical instruments to make learning fun for children of all ages.

   Wooden Tambourine 20cm 
     131253   Without Skin  ..............................     $11.95 

 
  Wooden framed tambourine without skin. 5 sets of bells 
around the frame with a space to hold the tambourine.       

   133147   with Skin  ...................................     $14.95 

 

  Allow the children to keep the beat with this wooden 
tambourine with skin. Has 5 sets of bells around the 
frame.       

  IQ Plus Cymbals 

resonating tones when played. 
Constructed from high quality copper, 
these cymbals product crystal clear tones 
that project clearly over loud music.       

  IQ Plus Two Tone Wood Block 
.........................................  $22.95 

  Create different harmonics by striking the block at 
different places along its shell. Children can experiment 
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   Blue Ribbon Tubular Bar Xylophone 

  
   131360   19 x 30.5 x 9.5cmH  ..................     $56.95 

 

  Beautifully crafted metal tubular bar xylophone set on 
a wooden frame. As the bars are made of metal, this 
musical instrument can be more accurately described 
as a metallophone. Play by striking the differently sized 
metal tubes with the wooden mallet. Encourages tonal 
and rhythmic exploration.      Age: 2+ yrs 

 

  Wooden 
Jingle 
Stick 

     131339   13 Bells  .............................................................................................................................     $7.50 

 
  A natural wooden varnished stick with 13 bells along the top half, great for children to learn about rhythm and 
percussion. Colours may vary.   Size: 18cmL    

   Triangle 
     131260   15cm Steel  ..................................     $8.95 

 
  Great instrument to encourage the development of hand 
to eye coordination and timing.       

   Wooden Claves 

  
    131264   Pair  .............................................    $8.95 
  Bulk Buy & Save:  4  or more - each .............. $8.50 

 

  Small hardwood cylinders have comfortable rounded 
ends and a bright, tone. Small size is perfect for small 
hands. Colour may vary upon availability.   Size: 2 x 
19cmH each    

   Wooden Maraca 15cm 

      131343   Assorted Colours  ...........................     $5.95 

 

  A classic musical toy instrument, these Wooden Maraca 
Shakers are enjoyable for children and adults alike. They 
have a great sound, not too loud so great to use from a 
very young age.       

   Wrist Bells 

  
   131245   2pcs  ...........................................     $9.95 
  Bulk Buy & Save:  5  or more - each .............. $9.50 

 

  Adjustable band with four big bells secures to the wrist 
or ankle with hook & loop fastening. Shake the bells for 
hours of dancing and musical fun, whilst also developing 
proprioception skills. Colours may vary.   Size: 21cmL    

very young age.       

   Wooden Hand Bells 
      131338   7 Bells  .........................................    $7.50 

 
  A beautiful D shaped Blue hand bell with seven bells and 
a wooden handle.   Size: 12cmL    

   Egg Maracas 
     149461A   5.5cm Plastic 12pk  ....................     $45.95 

 

  Egg shaped maracas are great for any music show 
to add that bit of percussion. Colours may vary.   Size: 
55mm   Age: 3+ yrs 

have a great sound, not too loud so great to use from a 

   Egg Maracas 
     131347   7cm Wooden 12pcs  ...................    $59.95 

 
  Egg shaped Wooden Maracas are great for any music 
show to add a bit of percussion.       
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 Musical Instruments 

   Auris Stir Xylophone Drum   
    113788   Classic 11 x 14.5cmH  ............................................................    $49.95 
    113789   Melody 11 x 14.5cmH  ...........................................................    $49.95 
    113789T   Set of 2  .................................................................................    $94.95 

 

  Made in Jarna, Sweden, these are beautiful handmade wooden affordable musical 
instruments. Using a simple circular hand movement with a mallet you can create melodic 
sounds with this wooden stir drum. This action stimulates the cooperation between hand 
and ear on a basic level. Stir drums can be played also with a wooden or glass ball.  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

  

MADE IN SWEDEN

Melody DrumClassic Drum

   Blue Ribbon 
Round Tone Drum 

      131359   20cm Dia  ..............................................................................    $37.95 

 
  Round Wooden Tone Drum with rubber headed mallet. Explore the different tones when 
striking the different areas of the drum face.      Age: 2+ yrs 

   Melody Steel Tongue Drum 

  
   137096    ..........................................................................................    $279.95 

 

  Everyone can play this Melody Tongue Drum well, as it is impossible to make it sound 
bad. Made from a hardened steel shell with 8 precise laser cut tongues for accurate 
and consistent tuning, the drum can calm a room and every child has such joy as they 
can instantly make a musical instrument sound wonderful with their hands or the rubber 
mallets provided. The drum comes in a heavy duty carry case with a shoulder strap.  
 Size: 26 x 14cmH    

Trommus Drums
 Since 1998, Trommus has contributed to the setting of new standards for drums used in the teaching of rhythmics. The drums have 
been developed by a teacher of rhythmics, focussing on sound, quality, and functionality. Based upon his own experience he set out 
to develop a drum that would meet the needs of the users, students as well as teachers. The result was a very sturdy drum that is easy 
to use by big and small, in a design that is easily recognized. The drums are inspiring and easy to work with, and are designed for 
storage within each other. They are handmade in Denmark using natural skin, and contain no harmful substances. 

   Trommus Drum   
   140340   Small Yellow  ..............................     $89.95 
      Size: 17 x 17 x 17cmH    

   140342   Small Turquoise  ..........................     $99.95 
      Size: 22 x 22 x 19cmH    

   140344   Small Orange  ..........................     $119.95 
      Size: 28 x 28 x 18cmH    

   140345T   Small Set of 3  ..........................     $289.95 

 
  Set of 3 small Trommus drums including Yellow, Turquoise 
and Orange drums.       

   140341   Large Yellow  ............................     $109.95 
      Size: 17 x 17 x 32cmH    

   140343   Large Turquoise ........................     $149.95 
      Size: 22 x 22 x 52cmH    

   140345   Large Orange  ..........................     $169.95 
      Size: 28 x 28 x 53cmH    

   140345U   Large Set of 3  ..........................    $399.95 

 
  Set of 3 large Trommus drums including Yellow, Turquoise 
and Orange drums.       

perfect range for 
the whole class
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   Hape Penguin Musical Wobbler 
     132588    ...........................................................................................    $21.95 

 

  With the Penguin Musical Wobbler, children can experience sound and delight in the 
penguin’s soothing tinkling sounds and funny waddle.   Size: 12 x 10 x 12cmH   Age: 
6+ mths 

   Hape Rotating Music Box 
     132589    ............................................................................................     $25.95 

 

  A soothing and gentle toy that will encourage young children to explore and experience 
music in a fun way, the colourful Rotating Music Box is ideal for newborns and up.   Size: 
11 x 11cmH   Age: 0+ mths 

   Hape Baby Drum 
     132590    ..........................................................................................     $33.95 

 

  With the rolling and highly engaging Baby Drum, your child can experience the 
wonder of music and the joy of rhythm from a very early age. This product requires 
3 x AA batteries, sold separately (code 124826).   Size: 15 x 13cmH   Age: 6+ mths 

   Hape Shape Sorter Xylophone 
     132591    ............................................................................................     $39.95 

 

  Is it a piano or a puzzle? Well, the multifunctional Shape Sorter Xylophone is a piano, 
xylophone and shape sorting game all rolled into one!   Size: 20 x 25 x 7cmH   Age: 
12+ mths 

   Blue Ribbon Rhythm Band Set 
     131358   24 x 14 x 13cmH  ......................     $62.95 

 

  This set includes 6 wooden rhythm instruments - castanet, 
block drum, jingle bell, jingle stick, clapper and maracas 
- all on an arch wooden stand.       

   Blue Ribbon Round Tone Drum 
      131359   20cm Dia  ...............................................................................    $37.95 

 
  Round Wooden Tone Drum with rubber headed mallet. Explore the different tones when 
striking the different areas of the drum face.       

   Blue Ribbon Tubular Bar Xylophone 

     131360   19 x 30.5 x 9.5cmH  .............................................................     $56.95 

 

  Beautifully crafted metal tubular bar xylophone set on a wooden frame. As the bars 
are made of metal, this musical instrument can be more accurately described as a 
metallophone. Play by striking the differently sized metal tubes with the wooden mallet. 
Encourages tonal and rhythmic exploration.       

   Early Years Wooden Musical Instrument 
Set 

     131360T   8 Instruments  ............................    $149.95 

 

  Wooden set of rhythm instruments perfect for babies and 
toddlers. Includes a 6 piece rhythm band set, tone drum 
and tubular bar xylophone.      Age: 2+ yrs 

  Hape Penguin Musical Wobbler 
...........................................................................................  $21.95 

  With the Penguin Musical Wobbler, children can experience sound and delight in the 

  Hape Rotating Music Box 
  132589 
  A soothing and gentle toy that will encourage young children to explore and experience 

  $25.95 

  $33.95 

   Hape Early Melodies 
     132591T   Set of 4  ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................     $114.95 

 

  Hape’s Early Melodies range is fantastic for teaching children about music from a young age while developing coordination skills. This impressive set of four instruments are beautifully 
constructed and will provide hours of entertainment for little ones. The set consists of the Penguin Musical Wobbler (132588), Rotating Music Box (132589), Baby Drum (132590) 
and Shape Sorter Xylophone (132591). All items are sold separately.      Age: 12+ mths 
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 Natural & Multicultural Instruments 

   Easi-Listener CD Player Set with Headphones 
      139466    ..........................................................................................    $329.95 

 
  The Easi-Listener CD player set features a CD/CD-RW player, AM/FM radio, MP3 input 
and can be used with or without the 6 included headphones.       

   PlayMe Wooden Pat Bells   
   131934   Set of 8  ...................................     $299.95 
      Size: 38 x 26 x 12.5cmH    

   131935   Display Stand  ..........................     $139.95 

 
  Display Stand for the PlayMe Pat Bells (Bells - 131934 
not included).   Size: 69.5 x 18 x 11cmH    

   131935T   Set of 8 Plus Display Stand  ........    $399.95 

   PlayMe Wooden 12 Key Xylophone 

  

   131933    ...............................................     $199.95 

 

  This beautifully crafted wooden xylophone features a 
compact design yet produces professional quality tones. 
The 12 keys range in size from 14 to 20cm x 2.5cm 
bars, presenting twelve precision-tuned notes in the 
diatonic scale from C to G. The elegantly designed base 
is made in high-quality Beech wood with holes on the 
side that allow the two included wooden mallets to slide 
in for storage underneath.   Size: 56 x 23 x 6cmH    

  PlayMe Wooden Pat Bells 

 

  PlayMe Pat Bells are beautifully crafted from iron and 
mounted on Beech timber stands. Each bell represents 
one of the C major tones. A beginner can easily play 
a song by following the colours on each note on the 
song cards, matching the coloured bells. With no mallet, 
each note is generated with a simple pat on the wooden 
knob of each bell. Suitable for pre-schoolers aged 3+. 
Includes 8 colour coded pat bells, quality foam recessed 
magnetic storage case for safe keeping and 8 double 
sided song cards (16 songs). Bells can be used by an 
individual or up to 8 children at a time encouraging 
team work. Alternatively safely secure and order 
them correctly within the display stand ready for use.  
 Size: 69.5 x 18 x 11cmH    

   Xylophone Wind Chime 

      137156   50 x 2 x 46cmH  .....................................................................    $94.95 

 

  As well as providing children with an opportunity for spontaneous creative expression 
by running their fingers through this large wind chime, it is also a tactile and delightful 
experience. Built to deliver high quality sound whilst being able to withstand the vigorous 
play of children inside or outside.      Age: 3+ yrs 

50cm

   World Music Instruments Basket 

  
   110865   Medium 23pcs  ........................     $429.95 

 

  This collection of musical instruments from around the 
world are all made by hand from natural materials and 
all are designed to stimulate the senses. Set includes 23 
instruments and an expertly written 16 page guide is 
included.       
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    136704   Natural Xylophone  .................................................................    $21.95 
      Size: 30.5 x 12.5 x 9cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

    136712   Coconut Maracas  ....................................................................    $8.95 
      Size: 23cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

  $21.95    136712   Coconut Maracas 

    136713   Bamboo Xylophone  ................................................................    $21.95 
      Size: 21 x 14 x 9cmH   Age: 3+ yrs 

    136714   Nut Kenari  ..............................................................................    $9.95 
      Size: 25cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

    136714T   Set of 4  ................................................................................................................................................................................................................     $56.95 
         Age: 3+ yrs 

Natural Instruments
 A marvellous range of musical instruments. All made from natural products, such as bamboo, nuts and seed pods. Rhythm, 
beats and vibrations are created by shaking the instruments. Music is known to have a profound positive impact on early brain 
development and even the youngest children can benefit from the sounds created by these naturally crafted pieces. 

   Multicultural Djembe Drum 
     133843   25cm ...........................................    $54.95 

 

  Encourage cultural diversity. Children will love exploring 
sound and rhythms. Ideal for encouraging listening skills, 
diversity and group participation.     Age: 3+ yrs 

   Multicultural Maraca 
     133844   24cm ...........................................    $19.95 

 

  Simple, beautifully painted coconut maraca filled with 
tiny pieces of stone. Creates a natural engaging maraca 
sound that will delight children of all ages.      Age: 3+ yrs 

   Multicultural Bamboo Rain Stick 
      133845   40cm ...........................................     $19.95 

 

  By tipping the rain stick slowly, pebbles run through the 
cylinder resulting in the sound of falling rain. Beautifully 
crafted from Bamboo. Designs may vary.     Age: 3+ yrs 

  Multicultural 
Egg Shaker Basket

  
   129997   Set of 12  ....................................    $114.95 

 

  A dozen mixed sized egg shakers in a mini bamboo 
basket. Hollowed mahogany, Balinese inspired decorated 
using safe water soluble acrylics. Ideal for use in group 
play. Basket includes: 4 x Mini (5cm), 5 x Medium (7cm), 
2 x Large (9cm) and 1 x Extra Large (12cm). Designs may 
vary.  Size: 5 to 12cm   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Multicultural Music 
     133845T   Set of 4  .........................................................................................................................     $199.95 

 
  Set of 4 multicultural musical instruments, including a 25cm Djembe Drum, Maraca, 40cm Bamboo Rain stick and set 
of 12 egg shakers in a basket.      Age: 3+ yrs 

Natural 
Xylophone

Bamboo 
Xylophone

Coconut 
Maracas

Nut Kenari
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 Natural & Multicultural Instruments 

   137091   Caxixi Rattle Pair  .......................     $17.95 
      Size: 7.5 x 4.5cmH    

   Wooden Musical Spoons 

  
    137131    ................................................     $16.95 

 

  Traditionally played by the Irish and introduced to 
Australia with the convicts, playing the spoons is 
quintessentially Aussie Bush music. This wooden version 
is an essential addition to any music kit, embedding 
cultural practices into curriculum resources. When struck 
together, the spoons can be played by tapping against 
your hand or leg.   Size: 25cm    

   Mini Sleigh Shaker 

      137167   15 Bells  ....................................     $24.95 

 

  Beautifully crafted with a pleasant sound, this easy to 
grip mini Sleigh Shaker encourages children to shake 
their arms while they improve their dexterity and co-
ordination.   Size: 17cm    

   Wooden Shakers with Mini Handle 
      137132   2pcs  .........................................     $21.95 

 

  These wooden maraca shakers are the perfect size for 
younger children who can hold the handle, or top of 
the maraca to create soft percussion music.   Size: 12cm    

   Wooden Hand Tambourine 

  
   137092   30cm ........................................     $17.95 

 

  Perfect for small hands this tambourine is inviting for 
musical play. It Increases hand strength and enhances 
cause and effect between body movements and sounds. 
Tambourines are an effective sound for transition times. A 
more active musical instrument.       

   Wooden Hand Tambourine 

      137166   16cm ........................................     $22.95 

 

  Tambourines have been in existence since ancient 
times in Greece, Rome, India and The Middle East. 
Experience creating your own music with this easy to 
hold tambourine with 4 sets of bells.       

   Natural Multicultural Instrument   
   137088   Caxixi Cup Large  .......................     $23.95 
      Size: 16 x 8 x 15cmH    

   137089   Caxixi Large  ..............................     $23.95 
      Size: 21 x 7.5cm    

   137090   Caxixi Small  ..............................     $17.95 
      Size: 7.5 x 13cmH    

  Natural Multicultural Instrument 

     Size: 16 x 8 x 15cmH    

  137090   Caxixi Small  ..............................   $17.95 

 A caxixi is a percussion instrument consisting of a woven closed basket with small particles (seeds 
or rocks). The round bottom is traditionally cut from a dried gourd or coconut. The caxixi creates 
sounds from vibrations, like the maraca, it is sounded by shaking. Variations in sound are produced 
by varying the angle at which the caxixi is shaken, determining whether the contents strike the reed 

basket (softer sound) or the hard bottom (louder, sharper sound). 
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   Xylophone       137093   8 Bar  ........................................     $32.95 
      Size: 15 x 18 x 3cmH    

   Xylophone 

  
    137130   15 Bar  ......................................     $43.95 

 

  Each bar of these high quality Xylophone’s are an 
idiophone tuned to a pitch of the musical scale. Each is 
tested to ensure the enjoyment of the sound created when 
it is played and find it to be melodic. This is a fabulous 
cue sound for fairies and imaginative play.   Size: 27.5 
x 24 x 3.5cmH    

   Hand Carved Bongo Drum 

  

   137094   20cm ........................................     $29.95 

 

  Drum up some play time fun with one of these animal skin 
drums. Perfect for a Drum Circle. Sit in a circle with drums 
of various sizes and a few percussion instruments. A lead 
drummer sets the beat and others join in and follow. A 
band leader then uses hand signals to either indicate 
to beat softly or louder or stop all together and start off 
with a new beat. Excellent resource for group activities, 
effective learning and social emotional skills.       

   Wooden Tongue Drum 

  
   137095   31.5cm ...........................................................................................................................     $49.95 

 

  A tongue or slit drum is a hollow percussion instrument. In spite of the name, it is not a true drum but an idiophone, 
usually carved or constructed from bamboo or wood into a box with one or more slits in the top. Most slit drums have 
one slit, though two and three slits (cut into the shape of an “H”) occur. If the resultant tongues are different width or 
thicknesses, the drum will produce two different pitches. It is used throughout Africa, Asia and Oceania. In Africa such 
drums, strategically situated for optimal acoustic transmission (e.g., along a river or valley), have been used for long-
distance communication.       

   Bamboo Xylophone 

  

    137168   7 Bar  ........................................     $31.95 

 

  Constructed almost entirely from Bamboo, this natural 
Xylophone has 7 sound pipes, each with a hole carved 
to produce its distinct sound and pitch. Can be used 
inside or outside, this Xylophone produces an amazing 
sound and comes with 2 wooden beaters with rubber 
ends. Due to the unique natural components of the 
product, they may vary in size.   Size: 36 x 28 x 8cmH  
 Age: 3+ yrs 

  Hand Carved Bongo Drum 

  Wooden Tongue Drum 
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   Natural Instrument Set A 
     137095U   14pcs  ............................................................................................................................      $349.95 

 

  A superb collection of 14 high quality natural instruments in this set will get everybody moving. Consisting of 4 various 
Caxixi shakers, 3 xylophones, 2 wooden hand tambourines, 2 shakers, a Bongo drum, a wooden tongue drum and 
wooden musical spoons. All items are also available separately.   Age: 3+ yrs 

   Natural Instrument Set B 

     137095T   8pcs  ........................................        $199.95 

 

  Consisting of 4 Caxixi shakers in different sizes, a 
wooden hand tambourine, an 8 bar xylophone, a hand-
carved Bongo drum and a wooden tongue drum. All 
items are also available separately. 

SET OF 14 SET OF 8
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